BIO
Marie-Claire is a Professional Rebel – a photographer,
confidence and self-discovery facilitator, and all round fairy
dust sprinkler. Just don’t call her Marie; it makes her want to
harm innocent children and puppies.
Armed with a camera, some fairy dust and a pink bucket full
of fucks – she’s on a mission to spread joy across the
universe and show people just how awesome they really are
so they can do all the wonderful things they dream of doing.
With her trademark smile and infectious energy, her
background in low self-esteem and depression comes as a
surprise to many; as does her inspiring personal journey
from Sadsack to Superhero.
Using a camera to overcome her confidence issues;
photography to find out who she was; embracing creativity
to explore difficult emotions and heal childhood trauma; she
has created a business where she gets to be herself, spread
joy and mainly act like a knob all day whilst helping people
who felt the same way she did growing up.
Featured in Virgin, Standard Issue Magazine and on various
podcasts around the globe as a happiness expert, her unique
approach has helped clients all over the world rewrite their
personal stories whilst daring them to develop the courage,
confidence and chops to live life unedited.

CONTACT
hello@professionalrebel.co.uk
Studio 77,
Cassidy House,
Station Road
Chester CH1 3DW
+44 (0) 7944 022711
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MANIFESTO

MAZIFESTO
I believe in unicorns.

I also believe that the way most of us live, work and think is utter bollocks – designed to keep
us in our own heads, feeling shit about ourselves and in search of something to make it all go
away… really quickly.
I want to live in a world where we realise there is another way than all of this headfuckery;
where instead of using all our precious life energy to beat ourselves up, compare ourselves to
other people and have imaginary competitions, we actually stick the middle finger up to it all
and turn life well and truly around.
And I’m on a mission to do just that; to help people feel good – about life, about themselves,
about who they are so they can send ripples of awesomeness and joy out into the world and
make it a better place for everyone, even the meanies.
I will not rest until I am able to reflect people’s own sparkle and superpowers so brightly that
they come to see and believe it for themselves.
It’s my gift and the world bloody well needs it.
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